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IPS Use Case / iDocument Datasheet

AI application that digitalizes engineering datasheets and automates
recreation of datasheets, including process, equipment, instrument,
electrical datasheets, line lists, instrument index and Bill of Material
(BoMs or MTOs), based on AI template and design parameters, and
then does data comparison, migration, and consolidation.

Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website     www.ips-ai.com to request a demo 

2 ~ 10 X Faster

1~5 min/datasheet

50% ~ 90% Cost Saving

Benefit to Customer

A global EPC company wanted to automate the 
data comparison between vendor datasheets and 
engineering design datasheets in order to bring 
down costs and schedule. IPS iDocuments 
Datasheet solution provided data comparison to 
meet client needs.

Applying IPS’ iDocuments Datasheet solution, the 
engineering company is able to compare data 
between vendor datasheet and engineering 
datasheet. The time spent on cross checking has 
reduced from an average of 20mins/datasheet to 
an average of 5 mins, hence a 75% saving in 
manhours.

The Challenge

iDocuments Datasheet IPS iDocuments Datasheet solution applies AI 
model and template matching processes to extract data from various 
datasheets, and then data is mapped on to a data structure for data 
comparison and reporting. This automation drastically reduces the time 
for engineers to perform cross checking between different versions and 
sources of datasheets.

During engineering design, there is a 
typical data exchange process between 
engineering company and vendor, and this 
requires validating the vendor design 
information with engineering design 
information on different datasheets.
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This is a tedious manual work for 
engineering, adds large manhours to the 
project and does not add value to the 
capital project
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IPS Solution

D e s ig n  D a ta Ve n dor D a ta
Pa s s  or
Che ck

AI automates data extraction and 
comparison between engineering data 
and vendor data to save engineering 
manhours 

iDocuments Datasheet Automates 
Data Validation between 
Engineering and Vendor Proposal
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